
Wildlife Detectives
Grade 1/2 (Year 2)

When
In May or June. The later the better, as warmer days
lead to more creatures to find. Afternoon is best,
again because warmth means more active visible
insects. Right after lunch is ideal. That’s when
crows, ravens and other wild birds are at work
cleaning up the schoolyard, and so are available for
looking at. 

If you don’t hear many birds during the excursion,
skip the Where’s That Bird? activity and go out
during a morning later on. 

This excursion is packed full—in fact it’s probably
far too long. If you get through the Where’s That
Bird? activity but see that time is running short,
save the Micro-Creatures activity for another day.
It’s similar to the Caterpillar Fingers activity, though
students on the pilot outing didn’t notice this.
Combined with the Oh, Deer activity from Project
Wild, it will make a nice short review outing for
another sunny day. 

Total Materials List
• crow call
• washable fine-tipped marker
• 1-2 short pipe cleaners per child
• 3 Hula Hoops
• bird song cards
• marked bird book
• magnifiers

Activities
1. Gathering Call

Where: 
In the classroom

Time: 3 minutes 

Why: 
A fun way to gather your
students in the “outdoor
classroom” 

Materials: 
• crow call

How: 
Introduce the crow call in the classroom before you
go out. Crows caw to tell other crows “something
interesting is happening—gather round”. When
students hear the sound (demonstrate, with
enthusiasm), they are to gather around you. You
may wish to practise beforehand so that you can
produce a good Caw! Use the call as needed
throughout the excursion.

By the way, crows are one of the kinds of wildlife
that students are likely to see and hear during the
activities ahead. 

2. Stalking Skills

Where: Schoolyard

Time: 10 minutes 

Why: 
Students discover and practise wildlife observation
skills. This activity also collects the class under
your leadership at the outset to remind them that
this is schoolwork, not recess! 

Materials: 
• a line on the ground.

How: 
“Who’s been practicing their wildlife watching
skills? Great, because today we’re going to be
looking for animals. And if we see one, we‘ll want to
be able to sneak up unseen.”

This game is played like red light–green light. Ask
the students to stand along the line. You can take
up your post about 5 meters away and pretend to
be a wild animal, such as a crow. Preen your
feathers, hop around and look for food, while
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Learning Outcomes
Grades K-1 life science
• determine the requirements of healthy animals

Grades 2-3 life science: animals in the
environment
• demonstrate knowledge of what animals need

to survive 

Grades 2-3 physical sciences: sound
• describe different types of sound in terms of

pitch, quality, and intensity

Grades 2-3 applications of science
• use simple magnifiers or microscopes to

observe things



occasionally looking suddenly at the students. They
must freeze when you look at them, and then move
quietly and smoothly, or you will send them back to
the line. Their goal is to touch you—with one
finger—before any of the other students. “It’s a kind
of slow-race, because with stalking, the slowest
person usually wins.”

They will learn quickly as you send them back.
“Lucy, I can see your foot wiggling. It helps to take
smaller steps. Back you go!” Surprise them with

your glances, and send whole groups back if their
feet are noisy. Any noise, even a small one, should
make you fix them with a wide-eyed stare, as if you
are just about to take flight. When you have a
winner or winners, ask the savvy stalkers to explain
their success.

Key Point: To watch wild animals, it helps to be able to
sneak up close without bothering them. They
don’t like to see movement, hear sounds or
feel thumpings in the ground that tell them
humans are near. Students can learn stalking
skills and practise on pets and wild birds.

Next Stop: 
Alder Grove
Cross the soccer field towards the big green metal
box. Go through the gap in the fence and straight
up into the Alder Grove.

Stalk any crows, ravens or gulls you see on your
way. How close can you get? Try the crow call to see
what happens. Maybe your class would like to try
this experiment too. What are the birds doing?
Why?
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Tips to Demonstrate:
• Bend low. This makes you a bit less

visible. 
• Put your hands on your knees. This keeps

your hands from waving about to keep
your balance when you freeze—animals
would see those moving hands.

• Tuck in any dangling scarves or braids for
the same reason.

• Feel underneath your feet as you move,
easing around crunchy stones or snappy
twigs. 

• Tiptoeing doesn’t work—it’s noisy, and
it’s difficult to keep your balance when
you freeze.

• Keep your eye on the birdie (that’s you!)



3. Caterpillar Fingers

Where: Alder Grove

Time: 20 minutes

Why: 
This activity helps
students see forest
as wildlife habitat.

Materials: 
• short pipe cleaners (one per child)
• a washable marker or two

How: 
Demonstrate how to make a caterpillar finger by
wrapping your pointer finger with a pipe cleaner
and drawing a little face on your fingertip with the
marker. Pass out the pipe cleaners and draw on the
faces until everyone’s caterpillar is ready.

You may choose to invite students to get creative
by asking them to select two contrasting colours of
pipe cleaners and coiling them together around a
finger. Just allow a bit more time.

Now explain that you are in a wildlife home where
animals live. Ask the caterpillars to show the
students around. For some reason, caterpillars

know all kinds of things about wildlife homes. Don’t
forget to set boundaries: stay between that log, this
tree, Mrs. Jones and that rock. 

“Whose caterpillar can point out a dining room?“
Look for signs of eating and let the caterpillar
fingers point. 

“How about a bedroom?“

“A front door?“ 

“Where is some water to drink in this wildlife
house?“

“How about a bathtub or other parts of the house?“

Mingle, admire, and share—“Look! Rosie’s
caterpillar has found a mushroom burger in the
kitchen!”

Key Points: Wildlife habitat means the food, shelter, and
space that animals need to live. Plus, the
signs of animals living in their habitat are all
around us if we look closely.

Next Stop: 
The lookout—but don’t go there yet. The next
activity happens on the way. Call the caterpillars
together with the crow call and describe the task.

Wildlife Detectives

Look For:

• cocoons
(sleeping
bags)

• leaves with
uneven edges
(caterpillars
chew them, and
the tree then
drops them—
like partly eaten
sandwiches, or
toast crusts,
maybe?)

• insect droppings
caught in silky
webbing or
on leaves
(toilets)

• woodbugs, spit bugs (in the bubbles against
plant stems), other caterpillars.
(Just make up
descriptive
names for
unknown
creatures, such
as “the green
armoured flat
bug”)
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4. Find Deer Signs

Where: Trail to lookout

Time: 5 minutes

Why: 
This activity helps students see forest as wildlife
habitat 

Materials: 
• caterpillar fingers
• 3 hula hoops

How: 
Ask the caterpillars to help find signs of a bigger
kind of animal (deer) along the next short piece of
trail. ”It’s best to go one at a time so the caterpillars
can see all around—and look hard. You can take

one step off the trail to look closer. No talking, so
the caterpillars can concentrate. Let’s go!” Lead the
way, showing them how by walking slowly and
“looking” with your finger. 

Collect the group after they have all emerged onto
the rocky viewpoint. “Hands up anyone who saw a
sign of deer—wow! How about more than one
sign?” Let them share their findings. “Why would
deer come here?“ (Food, warm place on sunny
winter days, on their way to other places, good
place to listen for danger while resting, a quiet spot
that not many humans come to).

Key Points: Big wild animals live close to the school too.
They are our neighbours and this is their
home. So that they aren’t scared away, BICS
students are not allowed to play here in their
habitat. 

On your way back, place the hula hoops around the
deer signs as you lead the way, so that any students
who didn’t see what you were pointing at can see.
Ask the parent tailing the group to pick them up.

Background: Wildlife habitat means the food, shelter,
and space that animals need to live. The
signs of animals living in their habitat are all
around us if we look closely.

Next Stop: 
Anywhere you hear birds along the trail between
here and the Snake Field. If you don’t hear any, skip
this activity for now and reschedule for first thing
another morning.

BICS 
Teaching Trails

Look For:
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• tracks 

• droppings

• nibbled twigs and ferns

• on the rocky lookout: shrubs
nibbled so that they look as
brushy as brooms



5. Where’s That Bird?

Where: 
Any place where you
hear birds.

Time: 15 minutes

Why: 
• another observation

skill,
• awareness of bird

communication
• sound learning

outcome 

Materials: 
• caterpillar fingers
• bird song cards (one per group)
• marked bird book 

How: 
“ Listen—do you hear a bird singing? The deer that
we were just talking about at our last stop are
expert listeners. They listen for danger with their
big ears. To listen like a deer, watch what I do, and
then afterwards we’ll do it together.”

“First, deer don’t make any sounds. So, everyone
stand perfectly still and freeze your feet to the
ground so there is no rustling and scraping.“

“Next, close your eyes.“

“Then cover your ears with your hands, and take
three deep breaths.“

“(Whisper) And finally, gently lift hands away from
your ears to cup them behind your ears, to make
them as big as a deer’s ... and let the forest sounds
flood in.“

“Can you hear that bird? Real caterpillars probably
can’t hear them, but I think your magic caterpillars
have good ears. Let’s check—can your caterpillar
point towards the singing bird? Great! If enough
caterpillars point, it will help those of us whose
ears are not as good, like we grownups.”

For the next sound you hear, try this. Ask everyone
to quickly close their eyes, and then to have their
caterpillars point towards the new sound while
keeping those eyes tight shut. ”Are you all quite
sure that you are pointing towards it exactly? OK?
Then ask your caterpillar to stay very still while you
open your eyes. Is your caterpillar pointing in the
same direction as everyone else’s?” 

It can be very funny to see how everyone points in
different directions sometimes. If this happens,
show them how to turn their heads from side to
side, listening carefully to find the direction in
which the sound becomes the just as loud in both
ears. This is an observation skill called
triangulation, relating to the triangle formed
between your two ears and the singing bird. Then
ask the caterpillar fingers to point again. Generally
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Bird Song Card 
What can you hear with your ear like a deer?
“Caw, caw, caw...”: Crows cawing

“Growp, growp” in a much deeper voice:
Ravens croaking 

“Chickadee”: Chickadee calling

“Here, sweetie”: Chickadee singing spring song  

A long, fast, liquid, complicated song: Winter Wren

“Chuck-CHUCK-chuck-chuck-chuck-chuck”: 
Robin alarm call

“Cheerily, cheer up, cheerily, cheerio ...”: Robin singing

Like a robin, but more fruity and musical: Black-headed Grosbeak. 
“Peek!”: Black-headed Grosbeak calling.



there’s much more agreement among caterpillars at
this point. Or you may uncover some startling
hearing differences among your students! 

Break into parent-led groups at this point, asking
students to point towards bird sounds or other wild
sounds they hear and to discuss them quietly in
their groups. Can they match the sounds they hear
with the bird songs described on the bird song
cards?

Don’t worry if the sounds are hard to identify. Just
say something like “Hmmm—I think I’ll have a
better idea later this spring, when I’ve had a chance
to sneak up and see more of the birds that are
doing the singing. How about you?” The awareness
and learning here comes from the activity, not the
identification. Listen again for more songs and
sounds.

Ask the groups to discuss the sounds they hear in
relation to sound characteristics such as pitch,
quality and intensity, if you’d like to complement
your indoor classroom work about sound. 

Move among the groups, showing them the
pictures in the marked bird book if appropriate.
Perhaps the groups will want to stalk some sounds
to try to see the birds. Set boundaries and wish
them good luck! 

Complete the activity by using the crow call to
bring the groups together. Ask each group to report
on sounds they heard. Can they relate the sounds
to pitch, quality and intensity? Ask them what they
learned about bird sounds during the activity. 

Some Background For Teachers: 
Each type of bird sings a different song. Why do
birds sing? Scientists think that a male bird sings to
tell all other males of the same kind “This is my
territory, so stay out! All the food, space and shelter
here is for my family”, and to females “Welcome to
a good habitat that I will protect for you and our
youngsters”. So they sing to protect their habitat
from overcrowding by others of their species.

Thank all the caterpillars, who must be getting tired
by now. (They enjoy gentle tickling on their necks,
by the way.) You may ask students to put them in
their pockets, or allow them to keep wearing them,
but the work of the caterpillars is done.

You may choose to end the outing here, depending
on the time remaining.

Next Stop: Snake Field

6. Micro-Creatures

Where: Snake Field

Time: 20 minutes

Why: 
• students practise observation skills 
• students make their own discoveries 

What: 
• magnifiers

How: 
Use the crow call to round up students into a circle
and pass out the magnifiers. 

“Hold magnifiers at the end of your straight arm, far
away. Can you see the person across from you
through the magnifier? Do you notice anything
peculiar? Right—they are upside-down! Now keep
holding the magnifier out there while you put a
finger from your other hand behind it. Does it look
bigger or smaller? Right again! It looks bigger.
That’s how to use a magnifier—far from your eye,
close to the thing you are looking at.“

Choose one edge of the Snake Field and ask your
students to use the magnifiers to “find wildlife
signs that no-one else can find.” Adding these last
words is a great motivator and will help students to
focus their attention. Demonstrate examining
trunks of trees, undersides of leaves, and the soil
beneath sticks and logs. Set boundaries as usual—
”You can take up to ten steps into the forest”—and
work along the field edge. 
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Mingle, admire, and share—“Look! Miss. Mo’s
group has found some mysterious holes in a tree!”

Other suggested Activities: 
• Oh, Deer - Project Wild

That’s it for the Grade 1-2 year 2 Teaching Trails
activities. I wish you many wildlife discoveries!
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Look For:

• wood-
pecker
holes

• footprints around puddles

• spider webs (is
the spider
waiting under a
leaf at a corner
of the web?)

• insects and signs of insects, such as tunnels
under the bark of logs

• scraped bark on trees, perhaps from deer
antlers

• hair or fur
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